As promised, here is some help for your Chapter 2 test!!
LISTENING:
There are two listening sections, which deal with vocabulary. In the first section, you will need to decide
if the activity mentioned would most likely occur during the school/work week or the weekend. In the
second section, you will listen the activities that someone mentions doing, and match them with pictures.
Study that vocab to prepare for listening!!
READING:
There are two reading sections on the exam. One in which you will look at an invitation, and answer
true/false questions about what is on the invitation. The second section involves a dialogue. You will read
what the people say, and answer some multiple choice questions. Again, know your vocabulary for these
sections.
CULTURE:
Your test review outlines the culture topics for you. Go back and re-read the “Flash Culture” readings
that are found on the vocab lists that you have in your binder, but also read pg. 50 to check out what it
says about the “bourée”. Know that it is a traditional French dance.
VOCABULARY:
There are two small sections that quiz you over specific vocabulary, but all the sections require that you
know your vocabulary well!! Be able to choose a word that doesn’t belong with the others in a group of
three words for one section and for another section be able to fill in the blanks with “mais”, “ou” and “et”.
GRAMMAR:
This is the toughest of the test. You will need to know when to fill in blanks with le, la or les. Be able to
complete sentences with a preposition for “to the” or “at the” and a place. To prepare for this section, you
should study all of the places AND the preposition that would be used in front of it. Also, make sure you
know how to conjugate –er verbs!!!
WRITING:
Write a paragraph for me describing three things you like to do, and where you like to do these things

That summarizes the test. Now, for some extra help. There are a few exercises that you could do with
your online textbook that might help you practice. And, if you do any THREE of these exercises from
your online text and print them out, I will give you 5 extra credit points on your test.
Try these from your online textbook:
For listening practice, p. 67 Ex 6 or p. 58 Ex 33
For –er verb practice, p. 46 Ex 12 or p. 66 Ex 2

For definite article practice, p. 44 Ex 8
For preposition (to the, at the) practice, p. 56 Ex 27 or p. 57 Ex 29
For reading practice, p. 58 Ex 32
Here are some additional online resources to help you practice:
Quizlet.com
Vocabulaire 1:
http://quizlet.com/_rymd
Vocabulaire 2 :
http://quizlet.com/_sd1k
Quia games (You don’t need to log in, just click on the link and play)
http://www.quia.com/jg/1799811.html
http://www.quia.com/cm/223403.html
http://www.quia.com/cm/223462.html
http://www.quia.com/ba/441028.html
http://www.quia.com/ba/310082.html
Happy Studying!!! À demain!!

